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When you’re shopping for a car, you may want to look through all the available options available. In many 
cases, drivers will have the choice between new and used models. However, there is also a third option: 
certified pre-owned (CPO) vehicles.

This alternative to the traditional choice between new vehicles and used vehicles offers drivers some nice 
benefits you don’t find in many other places. However, these benefits really depend on which manufacturer 
you’re buying from.

To help you learn more about the benefits that CPO models provide, our team has brought you this guide to 
all the available certified pre-owned programs.
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What Are Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles?
When you’re shopping between new and used models, something you may find yourself considering is 
the benefits that both options present. On one hand, new vehicles typically have low mileage and come 
with a warranty. However, when looking a used vehicle, drivers have a more diverse pool of vehicles to 
choose from as well as the potential for great deals.

Luckily, we have available certified pre-owned vehicles to offer us a great compromise. These vehicles 
offer drivers extended warranty coverage and other services while also providing some of the great offers 
you find with used models.

CPO models are also inspected extensively to ensure their parts are in great shape. Drivers can travel in 
confidence when they have one of these models due to the rigorous multi-point inspection process these 
cars go through with factory-trained technicians.

Plus, every certified pre-owned manufacturer offers different benefits, so drivers can look around to 
see which offer works best for them. Fortunately, we have compiled this detailed guide to some of the 
excellent CPO programs offered by our available manufacturers.
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Chevrolet, Buick, and GMC CPO Program
How a Vehicle Qualifies

Looking over to our available Chevy, Buick, and GMC CPO models, we have a comprehensive 
process that each vehicle must go through to be considered a CPO model. In order for a Chevy, 
Buick, or GMC vehicle to be considered as CPO, it must be younger than five model years and 
have no more than 75,000 miles on its odometer.

Additionally, every model must go through a complete 172-point vehicle inspection and it must 
feature a clean vehicle report. By offering a clean vehicle report, you can count on the fact that this 
vehicle will have been free of any accidents or other major damage during its previous ownership.

What’s Included with the Program

When you buy a CPO Chevy, Buick, or GMC model, you’ll enjoy an extended 6-Year/100,000-Mile 
Limited Powertrain Warranty. In addition to that, you’ll also be comprehensively covered with a 
12-Month/12,000-Mile Bumper-to-Bumper Limited Warranty. 

In addition, during the length of your powertrain warranty, you’ll also be covered under a 24/7 
Roadside Assistance and Courtesy Transportation Program.
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Ford CPO Program
How a Vehicle Qualifies

Moving over to Ford, we have another comprehensive CPO program that requires a 172-point 
inspection by certified Ford technicians. In order for a Ford model to qualify under the CPO program, 
it must be newer than five model years and have less than 80,000 miles on its odometer.

In addition, Ford supplies drivers with a vehicle history report and ensures that the vehicle has a 
clean record. Additionally, these vehicles are maintained using official Ford components to ensure 
proper function.

What’s Included with the Program

Each CPO Ford model includes a 12-Month/12,000-Mile Comprehensive Limited Warranty. Drivers 
will also have peace of mind with the included 7-Year/100,000-Mile Powertrain Limited Warranty.

Ford also ensures that you’ll hit the road with a full tank of gas, fresh oil, a new filter, and fresh 
wiper blades. Plus, if anything happens while you’re on the road, you’re covered with 24-Hour 
Roadside Assistance.
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Nissan CPO Program
How a Vehicle Qualifies

In order for a Nissan vehicle to qualify as a CPO model, it must first be less than six years old and 
have less than 80,000 miles on the odometer. If the vehicle meets these requirements, it can then 
be moved onto a 167-point inspection by a certified Nissan technician.

Each CPO Nissan vehicle must also be maintained using authentic Nissan parts to ensure proper 
functionality. When the vehicle is inspected and any maintenance is conducted on it, it’ll be 
repaired using these genuine Nissan components.

What’s Included with the Program

With every certified pre-owned Nissan model, drivers will enjoy an impressive 7-Year/ 
100,000-Mile Limited Warranty covering over 600 components. Drivers additionally have the 
option to expand their coverage to an 8-Year/120,000-Mile period.

What’s interesting about this coverage option is that it’s a very long and notably comprehensive 
warranty. Parts covered by it include parts within your powertrain, transmission, and drivetrain.

Finally, drivers will have access to available 24-hour Emergency Roadside Assistance. To enhance 
this roadside assistance coverage, Nissan additionally offers 7-Year Towing Assistance Coverage.
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Toyota CPO Program
How a Vehicle Qualifies

Moving onto Toyota, we have a CPO program that requires that all vehicles be no older than six 
model years and have less that 85,000 miles on their odometer. After this, a typical gas engine 
Toyota model must go through a 160-point inspection prior to sale.

If a Toyota model is a hybrid or other type of electric vehicle, it must go through a more rigorous 
174-point inspection. With Toyota’s hybrid coverage, you can count on a very long and reliable 
battery life with your Toyota model.

What’s Included with the Program

Toyota separates its CPO warranty into two types for their standard and their hybrid vehicles. 
Drivers who have a standard Toyota model will enjoy a 12-Month/12,000-Mile Comprehensive 
Warranty. In addition to this, you’ll also have a 7-Year/100,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty 
with one year of Roadside Assistance coverage.

For drivers who have a hybrid vehicle, they’ll get an additional 8-Year/100,000-Mile Factory Hybrid 
Vehicle Battery Warranty in addition to the standard warranty coverage. This coverage helps 
ensure that if your hybrid battery goes out, you’ll be covered for its replacement.
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Kia CPO Program
How a Vehicle Qualifies

Drivers will enjoy a very comprehensive warranty with the Kia CPO program, which starts by 
finding very lightly used models. Each CPO Kia vehicle must be five years old or newer and have 
less than 60,000 miles on them.

To ensure the vehicle is in good quality, a Kia technician then performs a 164-point inspection on 
the vehicle. This inspection covers many vital parts, such as the engine and electrical components, 
as well as how the vehicle looks and drives.

What’s Included with the Program

The Kia CPO program features some impressively long-lasting coverage, including a 
10-Year/100,000-Mile Certified Pre-Owned Limited Powertrain Warranty. Drivers will also be 
treated to a 10-Year Unlimited Mileage Roadside Assistance Plan.

For even more coverage, though, CPO Kia models will also come with a 12-Month/12,000-Mile 
Platinum Coverage plan. This available warranty coverage keeps drivers secure for thousands of 
miles, ensuring they’re covered for most vehicle components as long as they aren’t wearables.
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Honda CPO Program
How a Vehicle Qualifies

When it comes to having a very comprehensive inspection process, Honda has you covered. Each 
Honda CPO model must first be five years old or younger and have at most 80,000 miles on it.

In order to ensure that these vehicles are in the best shape possible, though, each Honda vehicle 
must go through an extensive 182-point inspection. This thorough process ensures that your 
vehicle is in the best condition possible.

What’s Included with the Program

Honda offers an interesting limited warranty program for their CPO vehicles that starts with a 
standard 7-Year/100,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty. In addition to this, though, drivers will 
enjoy a very comprehensive Non-Powertrain Warranty with some flexible coverage.

Each new Honda model comes with a 4-Year/48,000-Mile Limited Warranty and that warranty 
passes onto new drivers who buy this vehicle under the CPO program. Drivers will then have the 
remainder of the 4-Year/48,000-Mile warranty along with an extra 1-Year/12,000-Mile warranty 
when that warranty expires.

If you purchase your CPO Honda model after its new vehicle limited warranty has expired, your car 
will still have 1-Year/12,000-Mile Non-Powertrain Coverage.
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Hyundai CPO Program
How a Vehicle Qualifies

Drivers who choose to drive a CPO Hyundai model will enjoy the comfort of knowing their vehicle 
is newer than five model years and has less than 60,000 miles on it. These lightly used vehicles 
will offer drivers fantastic reliable performance.

To ensure that your car is in great condition, these vehicles are put through a 173-point 
inspection. Overall, CPO Hyundai vehicles are put through rigorous expectations to earn the title  
of CPO.

What’s Included with the Program

With every CPO Hyundai model, drivers will enjoy the remainder of the 5-Year/60,000-Mile New 
Vehicle Limited Warranty. This is a comprehensive warranty that covers drivers for a significant 
number of potential malfunctions.

In addition to that, though, drivers will also have a 10-Year/100,000-Mile CPO Powertrain Limited 
Warranty and 10-Year/Unlimited Miles Roadside Assistance. If you drive a hybrid vehicle, you also 
get a 10-Year/100,000-Mile Hybrid Battery Warranty.
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Volkswagen CPO Program
How a Vehicle Qualifies

For a vehicle to qualify under Volkswagen’s CPO program, it must pass an extensive 100+ point 
inspection. This inspection covers engine, transmission, and brake performance, so you can be 
sure your car handles comfortably.

What’s Included with the Program

Volkswagen models include comprehensive coverage warranty based on model year. Here is a 
quick guide to what you can expect from VW CPO warranties:

2017 Models 2018 Models 2016 and Earlier TDI Models
2-Year/24,000-Mile 

Comprehensive Limited Warranty
1-Year/12,000-Mile 

Comprehensive Limited Warranty
2-Year/Unlimited Miles 

Comprehensive Limited Warranty
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Explore Our Available CPO Models
If you’re a driver who’s looking for a thoroughly inspected used vehicle, you can count on our CPO 
models. These vehicles have gone through rigorous testing to ensure that their quality meets our 
high standards. 

Are you interested in a CPO vehicle on our lot? Schedule a test drive with us online or over the 
phone today!


